
Holy Family Parish, East Nottingham; St Augustine’s, Our Lady & St Edward’s, Sacred Heart 
 

Synod responses 
 

1. What is my dream for the Church, for my parish, so that it can become more outward looking, 

more missionary?  

1. That all ages feel they have a role and are valued within the church; to be fully present at mass 

2. Returning to the roots of the early church. Community based, no hierarchy, lay community, lad led. Devolution of 

power/authority including on doctrine, to local bishops’ conferences. Less dependent on structures and buildings. 

Church represented by the people 

3. Concentrate on positive things rather than sexual sin.  

4. Education – be open with young people about their questioning. Allow them to have a voice. Listen to prophetic voices – 

not just the majority. Make us a bit more uncomfortable.  

5. To change the language we use; language that invites and includes and welcoming 

6. To be both welcoming and inclusive by accepting diversity in others. To be less judgmental. Open, engaged, concerned, 

embedded in the world, present, enthusiastic. A more equal church. A church that acknowledges women as full partners 

at every level. Openly inclusive of all people regardless of background, nationality, class, race, gender, sexuality. A 

church that allows women as well as men to be priests, and married clergy.  

 

2. To achieve these dreams, what do we need to stop doing. What are we doing that needs to be 

developed or done differently?  

1. Make more use of Deacons and deaconesses to help the shortage of priests. Allow parish priests to marry. 

2. Talk to other churches who successfully engage locally. Visit other churches and faiths. Connection to community 

around and invite. Leave door of the church open. Bidding prayers that include the wider community.  

3. Have children’s liturgy every week. Issue invitations to all families in our Catholic schools to come to Mass and stay 

for refreshments afterwards.  

4. Keep mass online, ensure the resources for those who don’t have the internet.  

5. Stop emphasising sin, obligation, a sense of being ‘against’ the world. Be church that is affirming, positive, 

encouraging. Focus on young people – somehow we have to involve them. Less judgmental. Open to change 

6. Say welcome in different languages. Have literature and language that is inclusive and images that reflect diversity 

 

3. As a parish do we know who are the people who feel marginalised or separated from 

the parish and society? 
1. Homeless people     xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

2. Young people.      xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

3. The sick and housebound    xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

4. Divorced/separated and remarried  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

5. Elderly/lonely.      xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

6. Gay people / LGBT     xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

7. Refugees /asylum seekers/ migrants   xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

8. Poor       xxxxxxxxxxxx 

9. People who are disabled     xxxxxxxxxxxx 

10. Newcomers – don’t reach out enough to them  xxxxxxxxx 

11. those who don’t know the language   xxxxxxxxx 

12. People who are mentally ill   xxxxxxxx 

13. Those who have lost their faith   xxxxxxxx 

14. Women in the church     xxxxxxx 

15. Drug users      xxxxxxx 

16. International parishioners / different nationalities / people of colour  xxxxx 

17. Single parents      xxxxxxx 

18. Prisoners / released prisoners    xxxxx 



19. Hard of hearing people. New Christians. Those who struggle with their sexuality. Those who feel they fall short of 

church teaching. Children who grow up and stop coming. Parents of 1st HC children. Non-Christians. Single people. 

Those who feel unable to come to church. Those who have taken the wrong path in life.  

 

4. How best can our parish respond? Suggest at least two identifiable ways (an immediate action and 

a long-term change) in which, as a parish, we will reach out to and listen to the marginalised and 

separated. 

1. Set up a group in the parish to identify people and take actions to help those who are marginalised 

2. New people; A buddying system to newcomers. Welcomers to identify ‘strangers’. 

3. The elderly/housebound; Someone to visit older people – talk to them –more links with SVP.  

4. For those whose English is not great – readings in different languages. More persons of colour as Euch Mins. welcome 

notices in diff languages in church entrances/in bulletins. At Mass welcome people in different languages. Multi 

language invitations 

5. Better access for the disabled. Families with learning disabilities a social place with help with understanding living 

with autism – information. A mass designed for the disabled 

6. Media engagement; Social media engagement. Better publicity – leaflets to local care homes 

7. Open Cburch. Open days for drop in tea and coffee – follow up on people who drop in – Drop in mental health café 

with support. Bereavement group. Promote social activities. 

8. For those who struggle with their sexuality – be non-judgmental, welcome and listen. Pride flag outside door of the 

church. Welcome LBGTQ+ to the sacraments. Educate the local community/congregation in sermons regarding LGBTQ 

/ divorcees.  

9. Allow priests to marry xx. Female priests xxx 

10. For the divorced and separated – do not judge – let them receive the sacraments – communion to the divorced. 

Conventions of the church to change – same sex marriage, married clergy, women priests 

11. For young people – a relevant celebration that involves the young without pomp and ceremony in the old way but 

something that will encourage inclusion. Youth club that includes the young and church together. Create a vibrant 

youth ministry within the parish; understand and speak the language of young people  

12. Prison visits – letters to prisoners – befriending services.  

13. For the homeless – engage with Emmanual House. Listen to them. Soup kitchen.  

14. For those who struggle with addictions – be more sympathetic to their needs. Acceptance  

15. More penitential services with general absolution 

16. For women who feel marginalised – write to Bishop Patrick about the decision to choose a non-inclusive translation of 

the new lectionary.  

 

5. How do I hear the Spirit? 
A felt presence in stillness/quietness … Scripture reflection group – able to hear the words in a way we’ve not 

heard them before … Sharing faith with each other. Within the community and worship. Other parishioners – 

in their words through social events and meetings … The priest in his sermons during Mass …Services 

designed to prepare me for Christmas or Easter … Not in isolation – spirit in each other 

Signs of the spirit at work 

Care for each other. Support we give to each other – EM visits, SVP, social gatherings … Sense of community - in 

contact with people in church … The activities that reach out to provide support – drop in café, SVP, support for places 

like Emmanuel House … Church being open – lights on and door left open …Willingness to say ‘yes’ … The amount of 

people active in the parish, involved in catechesis or just attending …Taking the opportunities when they come … 

Diverse – lots of people find a home here 

 

6. What steps may the Spirit be calling us to take on our journey together into God’s future? 

1. How do we take the next step ….. to get the ‘ok’ to take the step 

2. Scripture group should take stuff to the Pastoral Team 

3. At the start of a big journey today. Allow us to be led – see where we go 

4. Should extend the discernment process – every couple of months ‘we are discerning …… pray about 

it. 


